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1.1 Study Area 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF STUDY 
The likelihood that irrigated agricultural acreages will increase 
in eastern Arkansas is high. This results from favorable agricultural 
soils, climate, and the availability of significant water resources. 
Most of the eastern Arkansas region is underlain by the Mississippi 
Alluvial Aquifer, a Quaternary deposit of unconsolidated sands and 
gravels. Numerous rivers flow through the region. The study area 
within Arkansas is shown as the shaded area in Figure 1.1 (Ludwig, 
1988). 
Hstoric use of groundwater for agriculture and other uses has 
overstressed the aquifer and caused significant cones of depression. 
Maintaining current withdrawal rates is not desirable and may be impos-
sible over the long-term. To assure a sustained yield of groundwater, 
its use should decrease. However, projected water demands for agricul-
ture are significantly greater than current use. Increased groundwater 
use could result in more severe depressions, locally inadequate 
saturated thickness, economic hardship, and litigious entanglements. 
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The planning process can be aided by a knowiedge of a) regional 
sustainable yield of groundwater, and b) feasible surface water use 
that will cause acceptable consequences. As a part of the Eastern 
Arkansas Regional Comprehensive Study (EARCS), this report provides such 
information. 
1.2 Report Objectives 
This report provides optimal future groundwater and surface water 
use strategies for the EARCS area. A "strategy" for a 1595-cell area in 
a single decade refers to a set of 1595 cell-by-cell volumes of 
groundwater plus the accompanying set of 1595 cell-by-cell volumes of 
surface water. 
Strategies are obtained through a series of steps. First, much 
of the alluvial plain north of the Arkansas River is divided into 1595 
cells. Each cell is three-miles by three-miles in size. Second, a 
finite-difference computer optimization/simulation model is developed 
for the study area. The model utilizes information on the physical 
system and anticipated future demand for water. Average climatic 
conditions are assumed. The model computes the water use strategy that 
maximizes the total combined volume of groundwater and surface water in 
each decade. Assuming validity of assumed hydrogeologic and climatic 
3 
conditions, the computed optimal groundwater use is sustainable forever. 
In addition, average annual streamflow resulting from computed 
groundwater and surface water use strategies should not decrease below 
acceptable levels. 
Next, the volume of unsatisfied future water demand is computed as 
the difference between the projected water demand and the optimal 
sustainable water supply. The importation of water from other sources 
is required in cells that have unsatisfied demand. In the third and 
final step, a monthly allocation model is applied. This involves the 
use of monthly demand data. The allocation model determines the monthly 
pumping, surface water and unmet water demand. 
More precisely stated, the report objectives are: 
a) compute optimal annual future water use strategies for two 
projected water demand data sets; 
b) quantify the annual future imported water requirement for 
agricultural, municipal, and industrial users; 
and 
c) describe the monthly water use and imported water requirement 
that are in harmony with the optimal annual strategies. 
1.3 Organization of the Report 
4 
This report has six chapters and extensive appendices. 
Introductory materials are included in Chapter I. Chapter II presents 
the data sources of the physical parameters and water demands of the 
EARCS area. The third chapter introduces the optimization model 
formulation that is applicable to the study area. In Chapter IV, the 
computational experiments that involve alternative scenarios and 
analysis of the corresponding results are presented. Sensitivity 
analysis is also included in Chapter IV. Chapter V deals with the 
monthly allocation of groundwater and surface water based on the annual 
strategies. The last chapter, Chapter VI, provides a summary of the 
major conclusions drawn from the study. In addition, the final chapter 
also provides recommendations for planning purposes based on the project 
study results. The cell-by-cell values of optimal annual pumping, 
surface water use, and unsatisfied water demand for alternative 




2.1 Estimates of System Parameters and Water Demands 
The data used in the computational models was obtained from a 
variety of sources. Detailed published data is not repeated in this 
report. However, the sources of the data are credited below. 
The U. S. Geological Survey (U. S. G. S.) provided the EARCS area 
boundary definition data. Within Arkansas, the study area encompasses 
the part of the aquifer that is north of the Arkansas River. The study 
area also includes the Missouri bootheel. Figure 2.1 shows the 
finite-difference cell system provided by the U. S. G. S. for modeling 
purposes (Ludwig, 1988). The EARCS area does not include the inactive 
cells. Inactive cells are shown in Figure 2.1 as: a) cells with the* 
symbol, b) Crowley's Ridge cells designated with the C symbol, and 
c) cells that do not have a designated two-digit basin code number. 
All physical system parameters used in the models are determined 
by the U. S. G. S. (Ludwig, 1988). Parameter calibration was 
accomplished by Ludwig (1988) through the use of a groundwater 
simulation model (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1984). For each cell in the 
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levels, b) hydraulic conductivity, c) river conductance, d) river 
stage, e) ground elevation, f) aquifer bottom, and g) aquifer top. 
The U. S. G. S. also provided estimates of the historic recharge across 
the northern boundary of the study area and supplied the water demand 
data in the Missouri portion of the study area (personal communication: 
Gus Ludwig, Carmen Baxter, and John Terry). 
The Soil Conservation Service (S. C. S.) provided estimates of 
water demand in each Arkansas cell in the EARCS area (Soil Conservation 
Service, 1986). Data from the S. C. S. include: a) current and 
projected annual total water demand, b) current and projected 
agricultural demand on both monthly and annual bases, c) current 
(1982) monthly and annual surface water demand, and d) current (1982) 
monthly and annual tertiary aquifer demand. Two sets of data for the 
projected or future water annual total demand are supplied by the 
S.C. S .. The first set includes the future water demand in the 
absence of conservation measures. The second set includes estimates of 
water demand assuming that conservation practices are implemented. 
Similarly, data on projected agricultural demands on both monthly and 
annual basis are provided for both the with and without conservation 
scenarios. 
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (C. 0. E.) provided estimates of 
the minimum acceptable streamflow at selected river locations in the 
8 
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study area. The C. 0. E. provided data on inflow to rivers, at their 
points of origin, from outside the area, or from overland inflow. All 
the data from the C. 0. E. is included as Appendix M of an accompanying 
report (Cantiller and Peralta, 1988). 
2.2 Data Bank Development 
The data required as input to the management model in this report 
comes from different sources, and is obtained in varied units and 
formats. When systematically organizing the data for this modeling 
effort, minimal data handling and data manipulation are desirable. 
Accordingly, each data set is virtually left unaltered except for the 
addition of header records that a) identify the source of data, b) 
record the format code for reading purposes, c) provide the conversion 
factor necessary to convert the data from the its current units to the 
units required by the model, and d) specify the type of parameter or 
parameters included in the data file. 
2.3 Summary 
The data required to adequately represent the EARCS area in a 
mathematical modeling formulation comes from different agencies. A data 
bank that organizes the data for subsequent modeling efforts has been 
developed at the University of Arkansas. 
9 
CHAPTER I I I 
CONJUNCTIVE WATER USE AND SUSTAINED GROUNDWATER YIELD 
OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
3.1 Assumptions and Types of Cells 
The EARCS area is defined by a set of 1595 finite-difference cells 
for modeling purposes. Each cell is classified into different 
categories: a) constant head or variable head cell, b) river or 
non~river cell, and c) confined or unconfined aquifer cell. The 
governing equations and bound constraints that are applicable to a 
particular cell are determined in accordance with its cell categories. 
Each cell may be classified either as a variable head or constant 
head cell depending on three factors: head elevation, groundwater 
pumping, and recharge. (By 'recharge' is meant inflow from outside the 
system or by intentional injection. It does not mean recharge due to 
deep percolation or stream/aquifer interflow.) The upper and lower 
limits associated with these three factors specify the cell type. A 
variable head cell is any cell that has a varying head elevation. 
Groundwater pumping is allowed in variable head cells. However, the 
recharge is fixed at zero. In contrast, a constant head cell is any 
10 
cell that has unchanging head elevation. There is no groundwater 
pumping in this type of cell. Recharge may be e·ither positive or 
negative in sign. (Negative recharge values mean that the direction of 
flow is into the aquifer. Positive recharge means discharge from the 
aquifer.) Typically, constant head cells represent cells along the 
periphery of the study area. In the EARCS area, however, only the cells 
in the northern boundary are constant head cells. Out of 1595 cells in 
the study area, only 21 cells are constant head cells. The rest of the 
cells are variable head cells. 
The appropriate upper limit on surface water in any cell depends on 
whether or not that cell is a river cell. We assume that future use of 
water from reservoirs and unmodeled bayous will be the same as current 
usage. Thus, non-river cells provide surface water at their current 
rates. River cells are potential sources of additional surface water. 
They have the capability of supplying surface water in excess of their 
current rate. Some river cells are also designated as control or 
effluent cells. All computed strategies must result in average 
streamflow at control cells that is not less than prespecified minimum 
acceptable discharge rates. 
Cells are classified as confined or unconfined to properly compute 
saturated thickness. The saturated thickness of a confined aquifer cell 
is determined in a manner different to that of an unconfined aquifer. 
11 
When the initial head elevation is lower than the top of the aquifer, 
unconfined aquifer conditions exist. In this case, the saturated 
thickness is the difference between the the initial potentiometic 
surface elevation and the base of the aquifer. When the initial head 
elevation is higher than the top of the aquifer, the cell is considered 
a confined aquifer cell. The saturated thickness is computed as the 
difference between the aquifer top and aquifer base. 
Ludwig (1988) considered that vertical movement of water could 
occur in all cells. As is commonly done, all cells were treated as 
stream/aquifer cells. The degree of deep percolation that could occur 
in a cell is a function of vertical hydraulic conductivity and assumed 
'river stage' values. Both data types were obtained from Ludwig (1988). 
For non-river cells, vertical conductivity is very small by comparison 
with river cells. 
In calibrating a finite difference model for the EARCS area, Ludwig 
(1988) obtained best results when assuming insignificant flow between 
the modeled Quaternary aquifer and deeper formations. Thus, 
two-dimensional flow is simulated in this study. 
Peralta and Cantiller (1988) compared alternative model 
formulations for maximizing the sustained yield of groundwater for a 
situation such as the one considered by this study. They compared a 
12 
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simple iterative steady-state optimization model with a more realistic 
combination model that used both steady and unsteady flow equations. 
They found that if pumping was not permitted to decrease with time, 
the iterative steady-state approach yielded answers very similar to 
those from the more sophisticated model. In addition, they found that 
the simple model required about one third the computer memory and 
processing time of the more complex model. The iterative steady-state 
approach was used in this study. As is reported later, even the simple 
model required about 12 MBytes of memory and over two hours of CPU time 
on an IBM 4381. This significantly taxed the Univ. of Arkansas system. 
No alternative formulation was felt to be possible for this study area. 
Another approximation technique was used in order to maximize total 
sustainable pumping for the study area. To achieve global optimality of 
an optimization problem such as this, all constraint equations must be 
linear. This means that transmissivity must be treated as temporally 
constant, although it may vary in space. However, the study area 
exhibits both confined and unconfined regions currently, and will 
probably have even more unconfined areas in the future. As 
transmissivity decreases, sustainable groundwater extraction rates 
usually decrease. Because transmissivity is a function of head and head 
is a function of transmissivity, currently existing transmissivities 
cannot be used for determining optimal pumping rates. 
13 
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To avoid using the indicated nonlinear constraint equations, 
another iterative procedure was utilized. As explained in section 3.3, 
when computing optimal strategies, we use the conservative (smallest 
expected) transmissivities that would exist in the future if a maximum 
sustainable pumping strategy were implemented. In this way, global 
optimality is obtained for a linear surrogate of the nonlinear problem. 
Later, the acceptability of the modeling procedures used in this study 
is demonstrated through the use of unsteady simulation models. Using 
steady-state simulation for optimizing sustained yield planning is not 
uncommon (Peralta and Killian, 1985). 
3.2 Management Model Formulation 
The water management problem addressed in this report is the 
determination of optimal regional use of surface water and sustainable 
groundwater yield. The management goal is to maximize available water 
while maintaining various system variables at acceptable levels. This 
management problem is mathematically formulated as: 
Maximize Z 
subject to: 
= I I 
i j 
( g. . 
1 'J 
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+ s .. 
1 'J 
V i fl, j EJ . . . . . ( 1) 
L u c ::; c ::; c m,n m,n m,n V (m,n)ED ............... (2) 
L u g .. ::; g .. ::; g .. 1 • J 1 • J 1 • J V i E I , j EJ ............ , . . ( 3) 
h~ 1 • j ::; h. } 1 j ::; h~ 1 'j v ifl,jEJ ............... {4) 
L 
r. 
1 , j ::; r. } J j ::; 
u r. 
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g .. + r. . - v .. w .. 
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V i€1, jEJ, (i,j)Ef{k), 
and cell m,n is the most 
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downstream effluent cell 
in river reach k ........ (10) 
where: 
Z =the objective function (L3 /T), 
=row index of a finite-difference cell, 
j = column index of a finite-difference cell, 
I = set of row indices of the cells in the study area, 
J = set of column indices of the ce lis in the study area, 
m = row index of a finite-difference effluent ce II, 















= set of row index and column index pairs of effluent cells, 
= set of row index and column index pairs of nonriver ce 11 s, 
= set of row index and column index pairs of river ce 11 s, 
= river reach index, 
= set of row index and column index pairs of cells in river 
reach k, 
=the steady-state groundwater pumping in cell i,j (L3 /T), 
=surface water in cell i,j (L3/T), 
=lower limit on effluent (discharge to next downstream river 
reach) in cell m,n (L3 /T), 
=effluent in river cell m,n (L3/T), 
u 
c =upper limit on effluent in river cell 
m,n m,n 
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L g .. = 
1 , J 
u g .. = 
1 , J 
L h . . = 
1 , J 
lower limit on groundwater pumping in cell i,j (L3/T), 
upper limit on groundwater pumping in cell i,j (L3/T), 
lower limit on potentiometric head in cell i,j (L), 
h .. = potentiometric head in cell i,j (L), 
1 • J 
u h . . = 
1 • J 
L 
r . . = 
1 , J 
upper limit on potentiometric head in cell i,j (L), 
lower limit on recharge in cell i,j (L3/T), 
r. . 
1 • J =recharge in cell i,j (L
3 /T), 
r~ . =upper limit on recharge in cell i,j (L3/T), 
1. J 
s~ . =lower limit on surface water in cell i,j (L3/T), 
1 • J 
sU . =upper limit on surface water in cell i,j (L3/T), 
1 • J 
i t .. =harmonic midpoint transmissivity between cell i,j and 
1 , J 
cell i+l,j (L2/T), 
t~ . =harmonic midpoint transmissivity between cell i,j and 
I 'J 
cell i ,j+l (L2/T), 
v . . =river conductance in cell i,j (L2/T), 
I ' J 
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w .. =river stage in cell i,j (L), 
1 , J 





1 'j = overland inflow into the river in cell i,j 
the river reach 
(L3 /T). 
The midpoint transmissivities are computed using the following: 
b. b .. 
tj 
= 2 a. [ l , j l, l +1 ] l 'j } 1 j_ b. + b .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 11) l, j l, J +1 
t! b. b. 1 . = 2 a. r 1 I j I+ I I ] 1 , j 1 'j L b. + b. 1 . 
1 ' j I+ 'J 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 12) 
where: b .. is the initial saturated thickness (L), and 
l, J 
a .. is the hydraulic conductivity of cell i,j (L/T). 
l , J 
The computation of saturated thickness has been discussed in section 3.1 
of this Chapter. 
The decision variables in the model are the cell effluent, pumping, 
surface water, recharge, and potentiometric head. Model solution is 
based on the assumption that all other parameters are known. In 
essence, the saturated thickness in each cell is assumed to be invariant 
throughout the decades. Although this may not be realistic, the size of 
the problem area has made this assumption a computational necessity. 
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3.2.1 Objective Function 
Equation (1) is the mathematical representation of the objective 
function. The sum of utilized groundwater and surface water is 
maximized. The absence of weighting factors in the objective function 
implies no difference in the relative importance of groundwater and 
surface water. This means that the source of water to satisfy water 
demand is not a management issue.· The goal is to utilize as much 
available water as possible, while satisfying prespecified constraint 
conditions on the decision variables. 
3.2.2 Constraints and Bounds 
The constraint set is included in Equations (2) through (10). The 
lower and upper bounds on effluent, pumping, head, and recharge are 
presented in Equations (2-5) respectively. Equation (2) applies only to 
effluent cells. In the EARCS area, there are sixteen (16) effluent cell 
that are constrained by Equation (2). The lower limit on stream 
discharge at effluent cells have been provided by the C. 0. E .. The 
upper limits on effluent have been arbitrarily set to 100 times the 
minimum value. Groundwater pumping is fixed at zero for the 21 EARCS 
area constant head cells. Therefore, Equation (3) serves to bound the 
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pumping in the 1574 variable head cells only. The restriction on head, 
Equation (4), applies to the same cells because the constant head cells 
assume fixed potentiometric head elevation. In the EARCS study area, 
the minimum saturated thickness is included by setting the lower limit 
on head to be the base of the aquifer plus 20 feet in each cell. 
Equation (5) applies to 21 constant head cells while the recharge of all 
other cells are fixed at zero. No feasible strategy could be computed 
if recharge across each cell of the northern boundary was constrained 
not to exceed the current rate. This results from slight data 
inaccuracies. As demonstrated later, permitting up to twice as much as 
current recharge always yielded optimal strategies. All strategies 
reported in this report, except sensitivity runs A and B, permitted up 
to twice the observed recharge rate in each cell of the northern 
boundary. It should be noted that loosening this bound in this manner 
did not, in any other the reported scenarios, cause total recharge along 
the northern boundary to exceed the currently observed rate. 
Equations (6) through (8) are the constraints for lower and upper 
limits on surface water. The lower limit on surface water is set to 
the current surface water use in all cells regardless of cell type. 
However, Equation (7) is exclusively used to specify the upper bound 
on non-river cells. In the EARCS area, this upper bound is also equal 
to the lower bound. This effectively fixes the surface water in 
non-river cells to the current surface use. A different set of upper 
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bound constraints is applied to river cells. Equation (8) specifies 
that in river cells the sum of groundwater pumping and surface wate·r be 
bounded by a defined upper limit. For the EARCS area, this upper bound 
is defined as the sum of groundwater and surface water demand. 
Equation (9) is the two-dimensional steady-state equation that 
governs each cell in the study area. The stream-aquifer interflow 
component of this equation appears as two separate terms, one on each 
side of the equation. The equation is written in this way for 
convenience. Equation (9) essentially ensures mass balance in each 
cell. 
Equation (10) .is the river reach mass ba"lance equation. It 
assures the sum of all inputs to any river reach is equal to the volume 
of water that goes out of that river reach. There are sixteen (16) such 
equations for the EARCS area. 
3.3 Iterative Procedure for the Computation of Appropriate 
Transmissivities 
Appropriate transmissivities are needed in the solution of the 
model described in section 3.2 of this Chapter. An iterative procedure 
to obtain these transmissivities is discussed in this section. 
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The data for historic water levels does not necessarily define a 
steady-state potentiometric surface. It is therefore possible that 
substantial changes in saturated thickness would be observed when this 
data is used. To ensure the validity of steady-state assumptions, it is 
important to base the models on appropriate head elevations. Moreover, 
it is desirable to use conservative estimates of these head 
elevations. To accomplish this task, an iterative procedure is 
recommended. 
The iteration is started by using the historic water levels in 
estimating the saturated thickness. The optimization/simulation model 
presented in section 3.2 is solved while using the water demand for the 
fifth decade as data. The optimal head from this model is taken as the 
initial head for the second iteration. The iteration is continued until 
the largest difference in the current iteration's initial head and 
optimal head is generally less than one foot. In all cases, the final 
difference is less than 10% of the minimum saturated thickness. The 
optimal heads from the final iteration are then used to compute 
transmissivities assumed for the optimization model to develop the 
maximum sustained yield water use strategies. As a result of using 
these transmissivities in developing all reported optimal strategies, 
pumping never had to.decrease in a cell due to transmissivity 
decreasing with time. 
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3.4 Summary 
This Chapter presents the mathematical formulation of the 
optimization/simulation model for eastern Arkansas. The objective 
function and the constraining equations are described in detail. The 
lower and upper limits on the decision variables are also discussed in 
relation to cell type and classification. The model is discussed in the 
context of its utility to the EARCS area. Chapter III also presents an 
iterative procedure to compute the appropriate transmissivities. The 
transmissivities obtained from this procedure lead to fairly 'safe' 




OPTIMAL ANNUAL WATER USE-SUSTAINED GROUNDWATER YIELD STRATEGIES 
4.1 Tested Scenarios 
The management model that is formulated in Chapter III has been 
coded and tested at the University of Arkansas Computing Center. All 
runs used MINOS (Modular In-Core Nonlinear Optimization System), an 
optimization code that solves large and sparse problems efficiently 
(Murtagh and Saunders, 1987). The computer models are actually written 
in CAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System). GAMS is a pre-processor 
computer language that includes MINOS as one of its possible 
optimization codes. Initially a product of the World Bank (Kendrick and 
Meeraus, 1985), CAMS is now a propriety product of CAMS Development 
Corporation. 
The modeling efforts for the EARCS area required extensive data 
from several agencies. Moreover, considerable changes in data are 
needed to run models for various scenarios. For these reasons, a 
computer package, VILMA (Virtually Interactive Large-scale Model for 
Arkansas), was developed. VILMA is designed to facilitate the creation 
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of the decade-by-decade optimization/simulation models (Cantiller and 
Peralta, 1988). 
In this report, a "scenario 11 refers to a series of decade-by-decade 
strategies from 1990 to 2030. Two sets of scenarios each are reported 
for models that utilize water demand data with conservation (CMA and 
CON scenarios) and without conservation (SMA and SUB scenarios). 
Therefore, four different scenarios are presented. Each scenario is 
based on the management problem formulation discussed in Chapter III. 
However, the established lower bound on groundwater pumping in each cell 
differs from scenario to scenario: 
a) CMA scenario 
b) CON scenario 
c) SMA scenario -
and 
d) SUB scenario 
lower bound on pumping equals the M & I 
(municipal and industrial) demand, 
lower bound on pumping is zero, 
lower bound on pumping equals the M & I demand, 
lower bound on pumping is M & I demand in the 
first decade, after which, the lower limit 
equals the optimal pumping of the preceding 
decade's strategy. 
The summary of results of the computer runs for the CMA, CON, SMA, 
and SUB scenarios are presented in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4; 
respectively. The GAMS models generated by VILMA for each run involved 
14,404 equations and 6,397 variables. (Because of a peculiarity of the 
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GAMS/MINOS interface, some bounds are described in the model as 
equations, resulting in more equations than one might expect.) 
Typically, after recent Univ. of Arkansas computer system upgrades, a 
run requires about 8,300 seconds of CPU (Central Processing Unit) time. 
4.2 Analysis of Results 
Results shown in Tables 4.1 to 4.4 are organized by water demand, 
sources, aquifer volume balance and river volume balance. In these 
tables, 'groundwater pumping' refers to extraction from the Quaternary 
aquifer. Extraction from the Tertiary aquifer is considered to be 
constant in time and is depicted only in the second row as 'deep aquifer 
demand'. 'Stream-aquifer interflow' refers to all vertical movement of 
water, except for pumping. It includes deep percolation at non-river 
cells and stream-aquifer interflow at river cells. 'River stream-aquifer 
interflow' refers to vertical movement at river cells only. 
Results of the CMA, CON, and SMA scenarios are obtained from 
successful model runs. However, in the SUB scenario, the runs for the 
fourth (2020) and the fifth (2030) decades failed to provide feasible 
results. In these cases, the strategy of 2010 is taken as the best 
possible solution. The values of unmet needs are then obtained by 
subtraction. It should be mentioned that noneof the strategies can 
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fully satisfy all anticipated demand in any decade. 
In the CON and CMA scenarios one may note that projected municipal 
and industrial demand is unusually low in the 2020 decade. This demand 
data was provided by federal agency as was all other demand data used in 
this study. 
The CMA scenario results show a definite increase in groundwater 
pumping from decade to decade. The same trend is observed in the CON 
scenario. The surface water also increases through the decades in the 
CON and CMA scenarios. Comparing the results of Tables 4.1 and 4.2, 
the groundwater pumping in the CMA scenario is observed to be higher. 
The CON scenario appears to compensate for this by providing more 
surface water. As a result, more imported water is needed in the CMA 
scenario in each decade. This is expected since the model has more 
freedom to spatially allocate groundwater in the CON scenario than in 
the CMA scenario. In this, and subsequent comparison between scenarios, 
note that the scenario with the mare restricted bounds on variables 
will generally yield less total water than another scenario. 
The SMA scenario results in Table 4.3 show a similar increasing 
trend in groundwater pumping from the first to the fifth decade. The 
same is indicated in the tabulated results for the first three decades 
of the SUB scenario. Comparing the results of the SMA and SUB 
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Table 4.1 
Summary of Optimal Steady State Solutions for the CMA Scenario 
(acre-ft per year) 
EARCS AREA TOTAL VALUES 1990 2000 2010 2020 ~30 
&AQuifer De!lland 
5,581 116 :~7::1ff: 6.1:~:m a B 59,585 5,521,538 
5,8~~1* 1 47~ . ond lndustrlol L 4l ,362 I 14,200 Agricultural De!lland I L 6,133,983 6,435,096 
SOURCES 
Pu""l"" 3, 941 121 I 4,197,644 I 
Surface Water I, .04, 189 1,201,084 I 1,249,541 1Eill::: Water '18, 132 693.949 719,033 I 745.538 
AQUIFER YOLI.I<E BAWCE 
_4, ~-32 ~~0~ 
_-4,  ,420 
_-.54,1.!2 -_54,165 ,212 -54,097 
RIVER VOLUME BALANCE 
rluent or In: 384, 384 384, 384, 
er orl; ~~lnterflow 101' 101, 101' 101 ~ - - - --I, -I 
-I' -I' -I' 




Summary of Optimal Steady State Solutions for the CON Scenario 
(acre-ft per year) 
EARCS AREA TOTAL VALUES 1990 zooo ZOIO zozo Z030 
Water OeNnd 5 581 116 5 848 938 6 177 345 6 449 Z96 6 760 397 
De l r er D!lland 59 585 59 585 59 585 59 585 59 585 
aternar ifer Demand 5 5Zl 538 5 789 354 6 ll7 761 6 389 7lZ 6 700 813 
OEMA.'CIS 
1'\Jntclpal and Industrial Deloand 38 103 40 959 43 362 _L 14 zoo _l_ H 998 
Agrfcultunl Oemand _[_ 5 543 013 5 807 979 6 133 983 I 6 435 096 6 m 399 
SOIJIICES 
Groundwlt@r Pu In 3-693 930 3 942 953 4 193 555 4 394 518 4 608 469 
Surface Water 1 Ill 330 1 155 402 1 Z08 6Z3 1 Z5Z 551 1 30Z Z41 
1 orted Water 716 Z79 690 999 115 583 74Z 643 790 102 
AQUIFER VOlUME BALAHCE 
Groundwater Pu 1 3 693 930 3 94Z 953 4 193 555 4 394 518 4 608 469 
Strea~~~lfer Interflow -3 639 700 -3 888 780 -4 139 340 -4 340 Z60 -4 554 150 
Recharge _[_ -54 Z33 -54 178 I -54 Zl5 -54 Z59 -54 320 
RIVER VOLUME BAl.AHCE 
Rtver Influent 384 z 16 700 384 Z16 700 384 Zl6 700 384 Zl6 700 384 z 16 700 
Rher Overland Inflow 101 Z50 900 101 Z50 900 101 Z50 900 101 Z50 900 101 Z50 900 
River Surface Water -710 369 -754 441 -807 66Z -851 590 -901 Z80 
River Streaa· lfer lnlerflow -1 051 730 -1 143 510 -1 Z37 390 -1 314 760 -1 397 790 
S -;;tem Effluent 483 705 500 483 569 600 483 4ZZ 500 483 301 zoo 483 168 500 
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Table 4.3 
Summary of Optimal Steady State Solutions for the SMA Scenario 
(acre-ft per year) 
RIVER VOLUME BALANCE 
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Table 4.4 
Summary of Optimal Steady State Solutions for the SUB Scenario 
(acre-ft per year) 
£ARCS AREA TOTAl VAlUES 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 
Water Oem.tnd 6 10 504 7 038 131 7 926 252 8 813 210 9 702 367 
0. Her Demand 59 585 59 585 59 585 59 585 59 585 
-~aterna tfer Demand 6 089 920 6 978 547 7 866 668 8 753 626 9 642 783 
OEHAMlS 
rtJnlclpal and Industrial Demand I 42 259 I 45 400 48 039 49 491 53 174 
1\Qrfcultural Demand I 6 107 245 I 6 992 731 I 7 878 213 8 763 719 9 649 193 
SOUIICES 
Ground'lllater Pu io I 3 905 118 I 3 919 134 I 3 930 IJZ I 3 930 132 3 930 132 
Surface Water I 11726371 I 302 986 I I 433 134 I I 433 134 I I 433 134 
I~~t~orted Water I I 012 165 I I 756 427 I 2 503 402 I 3 390 360 I 4 279 517 
AQUIFER VOI.IJIE BALANCE 
Groundwater Pu I 3 905 118 3 919 314 3 930 132 3 930 132 3 930 132 
Stream-AQuifer lnterflow I -3 851 050 I -3 865 030 -3 875 990 -3 875 990 -3 875 990 
Recharqe I -54 071 I -54 108 -54 146 -54 146 -54 146 
RIVER Vot.IR4E BAlANCE 
River Influent 384 216 700 384 216 700 384 216 700 384 216 700 384 216 700 
River Overlud InflO'If 101 250 900 101 250 900 101 250 900 101 250 900 101 250 900 
River Surface Water -771 676 -902 025 -1 032 173 -1 032 173 -1 032 173 
River Strea•-~Jfer lnterflaw -1 072 350 -1 081 010 -1 088 040 -1 088 040 -1 088 040 
Syste. Hfluent 483 623 600 483 484 600 483 347 400 483 347 400 483 347 400 
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scenarios, the groundwater pumping in the SMA scenario is significantly 
higher in each decade. Moreover, the imported water needs of the SMA 
scenario are lower than the unmet needs of the SUB scenario. These 
results indicate that the strategies of the SMA scenario utilize more 
available water than those of the SUB scenario. 
The G-ratio, T-ratio, and the area's average final saturated 
thickness are presented in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7; respectively, for 
comparison purposes. The G-ratia is defined as the ratio of the area's 
total optimal pumping to its total groundwater demand. On the other 
hand, the T-ratio refers to the ratio of the total provided water to 
the total water demand. 
Table 4.5 shows that in the CMA and CON scenarios, there is an 
increase in the G-ratia from the first to the third decade. The trend 
is reversed during the fourth and fifth decades. A decade-by-decade 
comparison of G-ratios reveals higher values in the CMA scenario. Table 
4.6 shows that the T-ratios of the CON scenario are slightly higher in 
all decades. Therefore, the CON scenario provides more total water than 
the CMA scenario, even though the CMA scenario provides more 
groundwater. 
Finally, the average final saturated thickness are comparable in 
the CMA and CON scenarios. Note that the reported saturated thicknesses 
are those of the final steady-state potentiometric surface that would 
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Table 4.5 
G-Ratio for Alternative Scenarios 
DECADE SCENARIO 
CMA CX)N SMA SUB 
1990 0.7288 0.7280 0.6921 0.6921 2000 0.7389 0.7382 0.6828 0.6001 2010 0.7403 0.7396 0. 6716 0.5297 2020 0.7396 0.7396 0.6583 0.4732 2030 0.7374 0.7370 0.6426 0.4274 
where: 
G-Ratio = total optimal pumping I total groundwater demand 
Table 4.6 
T-Ratio for AI ternative Scenarios 
DEX::ADE SCENARIO 
CMA CX)N SMA SUB 
1990 0.8698 0.8703 0.8338 0.8338 2000 0.8801 0.8806 0.8256 0.7483 2010 0.8825 0.8830 0.8154 0.6818 2020 0.8833 0.8838 0.8030 0.6127 2030 0.8812 0.8821 0.7881 0.5562 
where: 
T-Ratio = total optimal pumping plus surface water I total water demand 
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Table 4.7 
Average Final Saturated Thickness for Alternative Scenarios ( ft) 
Dff:ADE SCENARIO 
CMA CX>N SMA SUB 
1990 78 78 76 76 
2000 77 76 72 76 
2010 75 75 69 75 
2020 74 74 67 75 
2030 73 73 65 75 
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ultimately evolve if the pumping strategy of a particular decade were 
continued for a long period of time. These are not the saturated 
thicknesses that would exist during the particular decade. 
Both scenarios that use projected water demands in the absence of 
conservation measures show decreasing values of T-ratio and G-ratia 
with time. Based on these ratios, the SMA scenario provided 
significantly more water than the SUB scenario. Analysis of the 
resulting final saturated thickness (Table 4.7) indicates that the SUB 
scenario maintained higher values of final saturated thickness. This is 
so because the SUB scenario assumes the same pumping strategy for each 
of the last three decades. Once again, the reported saturated 
thicknesses and heads are those that would ultimately evolve, and may not 
exist by a particular decade. 
Comparing total groundwater pumping values in Tables 4.1-4.4 with 
final saturated thickness in Table 4.7 illustrates that as total pumping 
increases, final saturated thickness decreases. 
The analysis of results was based on the study area's total 
values. A cell-by-cell comparison of strategies is not attempted. 
However, the cell-by-cell GAMSOP (General Algebraic Modeling System 
Output Processor) listing of the strategies are included in Appendices 
A, B, and C. GAMSOP and instructions for its use are available at the 
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Table 4.8 
Description of Sensitivity Runs 
SENSITIVITY PARAMETER V ARIEl> VARIATION FROM CXJMMENT 
RUN MODEL CXJN2010 
A recharge factor 100% decrease infeasible I 
B recharge factor 100% increase optimal I c hydraulic conductivity 20% increase infeasible 
I D hydraulic conductivity 20% decrease optimal E river conductance 20% increase optimal F river conductance 20% decrease optimal I G river influent 20% increase optimal H river influent 20% decrease optimal 
I overland inflow 20% increase optimal I J over land inflow 20% decrease optimal 
K river cell effluent 20% increase optimal ' 
L river cell effluent 20% decrease optimal 
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Table 4.9 
Summary of Optimal Steady State Solutions for Feasible 
Sensitivity Runs (acre-ft per year) 
EARCS AREA TOTAL VALUES B D E F G 
Water DeMand 6 177 345 6 177 345 6 177 345 6 117 345 6 177 J4S 
Oeep Aqu1fer Demand 59 585 59 585 59 585 59 585 59 585 
QJatemarJ Agujfer Demand 6 117 761 6 117 761 6 ll7 761 6 117 761 6 117 761 
DEKMDS 
Municipal ilnd lndustrl al DeNnd 43 362 I 43 362 I 43 362_1 43 362 I 43 362 
; AQricu1tural Demand I 6 133 983 I 6 133 983 I 6 133 983 I 6 133 983 I 6 133 983 
SOURCES 
Groundwater Pu 1 4 290 151 4 211 602 4 302 437 I 4 019 952 I 4 193 555 
SUrface W11ter I 207 950 I 1 198 717 I 208 623 I I 208 593 I 1 208 623 
hq~orted Water 619 660 707 441 606 700 889 216 715 583 
AQUIFER VOLUME BAl.AltCE 
Ground ... ater Pu!!J11ng_ 4 290 151 4 211 602 4 302 437 4 019 952 4 193 555 
StreaM-hQulfer lnterfl~ -4 213 590 -4 157 890 -4 247 850 -3 966 200 -4 139 340 
Recharge I -76 560 -53 708 -54 584 -53 750 -54 215 
RIVER VOLUME BALANCE 
RlYer Influent JSC 216 700 384 216 700 384 216 700 384 216 700 461 060 000 
River Overland Inflow 101 250 900 101 250 900 101 250 900 101 250 900 101 250 900 
River SUrface Water 806 990 797 757 807 662 807 632 807 662 
Rt ver Strea.- utfel" lnterflO"N -1 246 840 -1 152 600 -1 172 410 -1 304 020 -1 237 390 
S stesw Effluent 483 413 800 483 517 zoo 483 487 500 "83 355 900 560 265 900 
EARCS AREA TOTAL VALUES H I J K L 
~er """"d 6,177,345 6,1;:1 6, 171.345 u;:~l 6.177.345 ~Oemnd 59,585 59,585 59,585 6,117.761 6,ll7, 6.111.761 6.117.761 
ond Industrial Oeoand I _43,36_~ 43,362 43,362 I 43,362 43,362 
o.,..nd I 6,133,983 6, 133,983 I 6,133,983 
SOURCES 
~·~£"'1nq I 4,193,555 4:~~~1* I 4i555 4,193,555 I ,208,623 I 1' ,623 
I 715, .583 715.583 
AQUIFER VOLUME BALANCE 
'-"'-• _:43~ _L 139._340 
-54,<15 _L 
RIVER VOLUHE BALANCE 
""' 
lnfl"ent_ 3o; 364, ,70 384 384 ~~ ;--,.,., l'<er1and Inflow 10 121 ,w 81 161 
, Rher >rface Water ,66 ;--
' ,.,., tr.,m-"""ifer lnterflow -I 
-I' .39 ·I -I -I' ;--
s"'"' [ffl,.nt 406, ;79, 503' '700 463, 12' 483 
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4.3 Sensitivity Analysis 
This section presents the results of sensitivity runs made on model 
CON2010. Table 4.8 provides a list of the parameters that were 
systematically varied. Table 4.8 also shows the degree of variation 
that was implemented in each run. The results of the feasible 
sensitivity runs are presented in Table 4.9. 
The experimental results show that when the recharge factor is 
reduced to 1, the model fails to converge into a feasible strategy. The 
same effect is observed when a 20% increase in hydraulic conductivity is 
in effect. Sensitivity run B shows that the system can provide about 2 
percent more water (compared with run CON2010) when the permitted 
recharge at constant head cells is increased (when recharge at each cell 
can be up to 3 times as much as observed in 1982). Surprisingly, Run D 
indicates that a decrease in hydraulic conductivity increases 
groundwater use slightly (0.4 percent). However, surface water use 
decreases and 1 as expected, total water use decreases. surface water 
and lower unmet water demand. Higher river conductance values (Run E) 
result in increased flow from stream to aquifer and enhanced total 
system performance. On the other hand (Run F), a decrease in this 
parameter adversely affects the the total available water from the area. 
Results show that the EARCS area is completely insensitive to tested 




In this chapter, a tabulated swrunary of results is presented for 
each one of four alternative scenarios. Results show that the 
groundwater pumping values increase with decade in all scenarios. A 
comparison of demand and total optimal conjunctive water use yields the 
following. 
Total demand of SMA and SUB is greater than that of CMA and CON, ie. 
demand is greater if conservation measures are not implemented: 
SMA SUB > CMA - CON ........................... ( 13) 
Total provided water is greatest for the SMA scenario and is from 5 to 
28 percent greater (first to fifth decade respectively) greater for the 
SMA than for the CMA scenario. CON and CMA scenarios provide about the 
same volume of water. In fact, total provided water in the CON scenario 
is never more than 0.2 percent greater than that of the CMA scenario. 
Furthermore, total provided water ranges from being equal in SMA and SUB 
strategies in the first decade, to being 20 percent 'greater for SMA than 
for SUB in the third decade, to being 42 percent greater for SMA than 
for SUB in the fifth decade. 
SMA > CON - CMA > SUB . ......................... (14) 
Consideration of the ratios of total provided water to total water 
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demand (T-ratio) shows that the ratios for CON and CMA are very similar. 
These scenarios have better T-ratios than the SMA scenario, which in 
turn is better than the SUB scenario. 
CON - CMA > SMA > SUB . ........................ (15) 
If no conservation measures can be implemented, the SMA strategies 
are preferred to the SUB strategies, because numerical infeasibility 
prevented SUB strategies from being developed for all decades. If 
conservation measures can be implemented, CMA strategies are preferable 
to those from the CON scenario, because they assure that municipal and 
industrial.demand can be satisfied in all decades. Equation (15) shows 
that if conservation measures can be implemented, CMA strategies are 
preferred to SMA strategies. 
Results of the sensitivity runs indicate that the model is 
sensitive to changes in the aquifer parameters. However, no 
significant effect is observed to result from varying streamflow values. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONJUNCTIVE ALLOCATION OF WATER RESOURCES 
5.1 Monthly Allocation Model 
The solution of the optimization model described in Chapter III 
results in the optimal annual volumes of groundwater and surface water 
to be used in each cell. The sum of optimal groundwater and surface 
wat"er is the optimal amount of available water. The annual unsatisfied 
demand is the difference of the total water demand and optimal available 
water. The annual unsatisfied demand is met by importing water from 
other sources. A better knowledge of the distribution in time of the 
unsatisfied demand is needed for system diversion design purposes. 
The monthly allocation model serves as a post-processor to the 
management model described in Chapter Ill. Thus, the optimal annual 
groundwater and surface water use in a particular decade is assumed to 
be known. Furthermore, the cell-by-cell annual unsatisfied demand is 
computed prior to allocation. 
In this report, municipal and industrial use is given the highest 
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priority. This means that in each cell, the available water is 
allocated to M & I use to the extent possible before considering other 
types of water demand. More specifically, in each cell, optimal 
groundwater is first alloted to M & I use. If the optimal groundwater 
volume is insufficient to fully supply the M & I demand, the remaining 
unmet M & I demand is obtained from surface water. Any final remaining 
unrnet demand is reported as the annual M & I unsatisfied demand. We 
assume that any unsatisfied M & I demand will be provided by import from 
other sources. 
In each cell, the optimal groundwater volume less the amount 
allotted toM & I use is available for agricultural use. The optimal 
surface water volume less the amount allocated for M & I purposes is 
likewise available for agriculture. Allocation of the water resources 
to agriculture is accomplished by alloting as much of the available 
groundwater at the end of the irrigation season as possible. This 
allocation proceeds backward in time from September to April. 
Subsequently, available surface water is allocated beginning with April 
and proceeding to September. In the event that agricultural demand is 
not met, the unsatisfied demand will need to be provided from imported 
water. 
The distribution in time of available water and unrnet water 
needs may be accomplished in two ways. The option to implement the 




option is applicable if available groundwater is sufficient to satisfy M 
& I demand. Alternatively, one may use the FORTRAN computer program, 
ALLOCATE, shown in Appendix D. All monthly results in this study are 
obtained using ALLOCATE. Data input format for ALLOCATE is found in 
Appendix E. Sample output from ALLOCATE is shown in Appendix F. 
5.2 Analysis of Results 
Results of the allocation of water resources for the CMA, CON, SMA, 
and SUB scenarios are presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4; 
respectively. The tabulated results for the CMA and CON scenarios show 
a definite trend of increasing agricultural groundwater use in each 
month from the first decade to the fifth decade. The trend of 
increasing use through the decades is also observed in the monthly 
surface water use. The monthly groundwater use in the CMA scenario is 
generally lower than that for the CON scenario in all decades. However, 
the monthly agricultural surface water allocation in the CMA scenario is 
generally higher. In spite of this, the monthly unsatisfied demand 
remains higher in the CMA than in the CON scenario. 
The CMA scenario guarantees enough groundwater supply forM & I. 
This is confirmed in results shown in Table 5.1. There is no surface 
water component in the reported M & I use in this table. Similarly, 
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Table 5.1 
Summary of Conjunctive Water Allocations for the CMA Scenario 
(annual values in acre-ft per year, monthly values in acre-ft per month) 
EARCS AREA TOTAL VALUES 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 
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Summary of Conjunctive Water Allocations for the CON Scenario 
(annual values in acre-ft per year, monthly values in acre-ft per month) 



































Summary of Conjunctive Water Allocations for the SMA Scenario 






Summary of Conjunctive Water Allocations for the SUB Scenario 











there is no annual M & I unsatisfied demand in any decade. However, as 
seen from the optimal annual strategies, guaranteeing M & I needs 
results in an increase in the overall volume of needed imported water. 
Results of the SMA and SUB scenarios support the conclusions made 
in Chapter IV. The system performance in the SUB scenario is inferior 
to that of the SMA scenario. It should be noted that no allocations are 
reported for the last two decades of the SUB Scenario. As discussed in 
Chapter IV, the optimal annual available water in the fourth and fifth 
decades of this scenario is assumed to be the same as that of the third 
decade. Therefore, the monthly allocation of groundwater and surface 
water in the fourth decade is based on the optimal amounts of available 
water in 2010 as applied to the water demands of 2020. Similarly, the 
monthly allocation for 2030 is based on the amounts of available water 
in the third decade, 
Tables 5.1 through 5.4 present summaries in terms of area totals 
of the monthly allocation in the EARCS area. The detailed cell-by-cell 
allocations are not included here to keep this report within 
manageable size. They are included on attendant magnetic tapes. 
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5.3 Summary 
The results of the monthly allocation of available water provide 
information that is important for planning long-term conjunctive water 
use systems. Specificially, monthly water resource allocation is 
performed such that the allocation is in harmony with the annual volumes 
of available water. The use of the methodology discussed in this 
Chapter is recommended for coarse planning of conjunctive allocation of 
water resources. Because only annual and monthly average data is used in 
this effort, more detailed verification of the daily streamflow that may 





6.1 Report Summary 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical optimization/simulation model of the Quaternary 
Mississippi Plain Alluvial Aquifer in eastern Arkansas is presented. 
The model maximizes the total annual allocation of surface water 
resources and sustained groundwater yield for this 13,000 square mile 
area. Through an iterative steady-state approach, the model 
appropriately considers the development of unconfined conditions while 
simultaneously assuring the sustainability of any computed optimal 
groundwater extraction strategy. The model develops optimal strategies 
for anticipated time-varying demands of the five decades between 1990 
and 2030. Resulting unsatisfied future water demands are also reported. 
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Four tested scenarios include two which assume the implementation 
of on-farm water conservation measures (CMA and CON) and two which do 
not anticipate increased conservation practice (SMA and SUB). The CMA 
and SMA scenarios assure that M & I demand will be satisfied in all 
decades. CON and SUB scenarios do not. 
Optimal future groundwater and surface use strategies are presented 
and the results are analyzed. The allocation of monthly groundwater 
pumping and surface water use is also reported. The allocation model 
ensures that the sum of monthly values are in harmony with the annual 
optimal strategies. 
6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
In general, since water demand increases with time, optimal 
groundwater and surface water use increases with time also. However, 
physically available water is insufficient to fully satisfy the water 










Review of results indicates that strategies from the CMA scenario 
provide greater groundwater pumping than those from the CON scenario. 
However, CON strategies provide slightly more total water (up to 0.2 
percent more). If conservation measures will be implemented by water 
users, the CMA scenario is preferred between the two scenarios because 
it satisfies M & I demand in all decades. 
Strategies from the SMA scenario provide significantly more water 
than those from the SUB scenario. Since SMA strategies also satisfy M & 
I demand in all decades, the SMA scenario is preferred to the SUB 
scenario. 
By the year 2030, CMA strategies satisfy 88 percent of demand, 
while SMA strategies provide 78 percent of their greater demand. If 
avoiding or minimizing the need for physical diversion systems is a 
goal, the CMA scenario is preferred over the SMA scenario. Whether it is 
a realistic option depends in part on the ability of the state to 




Implementing a presented pumping strategy will probably not induce 
more total groundwater flow across the Missouri-Arkansas border than is 
currently occuring. Strategy implementation will result in the eventual 
evolution of a steady-state potentiometric surface. Each such surface 
will provide at least 20 feet of saturated thickness in each cell. 
Figure 6.3 demonstrates the dynamic evolution of heads from current to 
ultimate steady-state heads if the SMA scenario is implemented. This 
figure is created by comparing heads simulated using an unsteady 
simulation model (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1984) for the partially 
unconfined aquifer system. The 'target' heads are those computed by the 
optimization model. 'Simulated heads' describe unsteady response to 
pumping at the appropriate optimal rates for the first four decades, 
followed by pumping at the optimal fifth decade rate for the last 
sixteen decades. 
Assuming average hydrologic conditions and accurate aquifer 
parameters, implementing a presented strategy should assure that average 
annual streamflow at critical control cells does not drop below 
prespecified levels. Estimates of flow from the rivers to the aquifer 
based on the optimal steady-state potentiometric surface are greater 
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than will occur when the actual surface is higher than the ultimate 
steady surface to which it is evolving. Actual streamflow increases as 
flow to the aquifer decreases. Thus average streamflow based on optimal 
steady-state interflow is conservative. Actual average streamflow will 
probably be greater than the computed value during the next fifty 
years. 
Building conveyance systems for the time-varying diversion of 
surface water from rivers within the area should be preceeded by more 
detailed modeling of flow in those rivers. Currently available data is 
inadequate for this task. Once such data is available, a model that 
optimizes allocation of a dynamic stream-aquifer system can be utilized 
(Peralta and others, 1987). 
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APPENDIX A 
Optimal Annual Sustainable Groundwater Use Strategies 
for Alternative Scenarios in Five Decades 
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Optimal Annual Available Surface Water Use Strategies 
for Alternative Scenarios in Five Decades 
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APPENDIX C 
Unsatisfied Annual Demand (Additional Water Needed) 
of Agricultural, Municipal and Industrial Users 
for Alternative Scenarios in Five Decades (parts a, b, and c in each strategy) 
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TIW , TAI'IlN, TMAYIII, T~UNIII, T~ULN, TAUGN, TIII"N, TNID, TALC, ALLOOIIO 
TALCI, TALCZ, TALC2, TALCI, TALCI, T&LCI,TANII!O,TOTC:W&, ALLOOI,O 








AGI'1 TO All"l 
GPI TO GPI 
IWAI TO tWA& 
IIWMI TO I 
SUAP'I TO I 
TGI TO TIU 
TSITOTSI 
TIM1"1 Ttl I 
AMI TO ANI 
AIMIMIMG MONTNLY OP &I"Tifl IATISFYIMG 
MONTNLT GAOUNO•WATIA IN AC·FT 
MONTHLY SUA,&CI•W&Tifl Jill &C•'T 
MONTHLY UNIATIIP'IID OIMAND IN AC•FT 





MOMTHLY IUfi.FACI•W&TIA•NIID IM &C•I"T 
ANNUAL MONTHLY Gfi.OUNO•WATlfl ALLOCATIO IN AC•,T/YN 
ANNUAL MONTMLY IUA,ACI·WATlfl ALLDCATID IN AC•,TITA 
ANNUAL MDMTMLT IMI"OilTID·W&TIA•NIIO IN AC•,T/TA 
ANNUAL MONTHLY TOTAL WATlll ALLOCATIO IN AC•,T/YR 
I"OIIMATI/1101'•'1////211, 'CUM~UNCTJ\'1! WATI!A ALLOCATION' I 
WJI.IT!.I1.201 
I"OAMAT I/1//SIJ., 'IT '////:1211, 'HOlliE IN AZAIIMNIA') 
WAJUII,SD) 
,Ofi.MATI/1211, "UNOI!Il THI! SUI"IITIIION 0''//SJI,'ON. A. C. ~lfi.ALTA'I 
Wfi.ITIEII,40) 
I"Ofi.MATI////ZII,'UNIYIEASITT 01" A~KAMIAI'//1//SIA, '~UN2 1111'///) 
••••• •tAD £MD 1"-!NT HI!ADING 
R2ADII,IO) NAMI,H!.ADHC 



















































TAMAI 1 0 
T&NtUI I 0 
•••••••••••• A!AO %UT TAILt I'ADM CAMIO, OUT,UT ••••••••••• 
00 ,. I• l , II 
AI!AD[T,•) I,IZUTIJ.~I. ~· 1. 12) 
00 .. I • I , I I 
At&O(T,•l I,I%UTIJ.~I. ~·13,24) 
00 .. l • I, II 
II.IAOIT,•l I ,OUT( I ,.II. J•21,:111) 
00 ,.. I o 1, I I 
IIIIAO(T,•) I, I lUT I J , .J I, J•:IIT,II) 
•• ,. ,. 1. II IIIIAOIT,•I I, (lUT I I, J), .1•11,12) 
••••• ALLOCATI MONTHLY OIIIOUNO•WATIII. 1'011. IACH CILL ••••• 
00 :1100 '"'·'' 00 200 ~·1,12 
II.~I"I(I,JI•SPII,.I) StP~II,.I) 
II"(II.S,I(I,.I) .LI. 0.0) GO TO 130 
GPIIJ,JI•SIPWM(I,.I) 
IIGPIII.JI•IIG,III,J) • .-.UGWII(I,~I 
II'III~PI[t,.J) .LI!. 0,0) GO TCI 140 
OPI I I, .J)•AUGWIIII , .I) 
II.OPI[I,J)•II.OPI[I,~) • A.IULWII,.J) 
li'[JtGPI[I,.II .LI!. o.o) GO TO 110 
OPI(I,.J)•AJULW(I,~) 
IIOPl(I,J)•AGPI(I,J) • A.IUIIW[l,.J) 
II'[IIIOI"l(I..J} .LI. 0,0} 00 TO 110 
~l"l(I,.J}•&JUNW(I,.J) 
II~P2[t,.J)•II.GI"l[I,.J) • A~AYW[I,.J] 
II'(A01"2(1,.JI .Lt. 0.0) ~0 TO 170 
GI"2(1,.1)U,MAYWII,.I) 
II.GPtii,J)•IItGP2(1,.J) • APII.W111(1,~) 
JI'(AOPtii,.J) .LI, 0.0) GO TO 110 
JI'III.G,I[I,.J) .GT, 10.) WII.ITI[1,12D) I,.l,llt0P1II,J) 
I'OII.~AT[/20X,'•••• WAIItNIIIG: AYAILAILI GIIICJUIIO•WATIII. IS MDIIII! THAN 
111!10',211,1"10.2) 
GP1(1,Jl•APII.WII(I,~l 
GO TCI 200 
GPIII,.J) oGP(I,~I 
SUII.I'I(I,J)o•JIG,I(I ,.J) 




SUJII'I (I, .J) o&PilWII(l, ~] 





SU1l,2( I, ,J)oAMA~W(I, J) 
IUill'l (I,.J}o&PitWfll(l ,J) 






GO TO 200 
OP:I(J,.J} •IIIGPI(I,.J) 
IUili':II[I,.JI •·IIGP:III ,.J) 
SVII.I'2[1, .J l•&MATW(I, J) 
SUII.I'I[I,.JI•AI"IlWN(I,J) 
GCI TO 200 
G~2(1,~) III;CPl(l,~) 
SUIII'2(1,~) • ·llGP211.~} 
SUII,I(I,~I•APilWN[l.~} 
GO TO 200 
CPI(I,.J) •IIIGP2!1,~} 




















































































































:!00 I • I , II 
300 Jol,l2 
II.SWII.Ifi,J)•SWA[i,JJ • IUJI.I"Iji,J) 
I'(II.SWAI(I,J) .L!. O,CJ C:D TO 220 
SWII.I(I ,J) O$UII.P'1(l ,J) 
JI.SWAZ(J,J)•II.SWAl{l,JJ • SUIIt1"2(J.J) 
IP'{II.IWA2(l,JJ .L!. 0.0) C:D TD 210 
SW&211 ,JI•SUitl"2( I, J) 
JISWA:I)l,J}oltSWA2JI,J) • SUiti":I(I,J) 
li"(IUWA:IIf,J) .Lit:. O.OJ C:O TO 21C 
SWA:Jil, J) •SUiti":J(l, J) 
II.IWAI(J,J)•ItSWA:JII,J) • 1UitP'4IJ,,J) 
fl"!ltSWA .. tl,JI .Lt:. O,C) CO TO 210 
IWA4(1,J)•SUiti"III,JI 
ltSWAI)J,J)oltSW&4II,J) • IUiti"III,,J) 
li"IASWAI!J.J) .LE, 0.0) CO Til 270 
IWAI(J,,I) IIUAI"I(I, .1) 
lltiWASII,J)•ASWAIII,J) • SUAI'I(I,J) 
ll"jlltSWAI(I,J) .Lt:. 0.0) CO TO 210 
II"(II;SWAIII,JI ,CT, 1.0) WltiTE(I,210) I,,J,JI.IW&I(I,,I) 
110 I"OII;MAT(/20X,'•••• WAitMINC: AYAILAILE IUitl".t.CE•WATEit 11 MOAt: 
MlE0',211,1"10.2) 
IW&Ifi,J)oSUitl"lfJ ,.11 + ASWAI(I,J) 
CCI TO :100 






I!SWWI(I, J I•IUAI"IIJ,JJ 
DIUM t t:SWW Ill, J ht:IWIU(I, J )+Eiwtii:J I I, .I f+ESW11'411, J) 
• +ISWNI(I,J)+EIWWI(I,J) + ltM&l:J(I,JI 
2011" o 2UT(I,J) • OSUM 
11"12011" .liT. 1,0) WII.ITE(1,2:JO) I,J,2DII"' 
2:10 I"OII.MATI/IX,'2UT • UIIIAT. I"Oit CELL ',12,:JX,I2,' o ',1"'1.1/) 
11"12011" .111:. 0) !IWJU(I,J) a liW.III,..I) + ZOII" 
GO TO :100 
2AO SWA2II,J) •ltiWAHI,J) 




EIWIII[ 1, ~~ •IUitl"'l( t, Jl 
DIU" • IIW.1II.~)+EIW.2[1,J)+ISW.2:{1,J)+ISWWA[l,~) 
• •r:sw.&IJ,Jl+t&Mnii,JI • ~t;M&I:IIJ.~I 
ZDI, • ZUT[l,..l) • OIUM 
II"[ZDI~ .GT. 1.0) WlltiTI{I,230) I,~.ZIUI"' 
1,.[21111" .Ill, 0) IEIWJta{l,~) o IIWMI(I,J) + 2111,. 
;a TO 2:00 
210 SWA3(1,.1) IJIIWA:I(J,J) 




OIUM o IIWif1(I,,J)+ISWW2(1,J)+ISWif3{1,J)+ISWW6{1,oJ) 
• +IIWNI(I,J)+ESWNSIJ,J) + II.MilUI(I,J) 
21111" • ZUT(I,J) • OIUM 
II"IZOII" .CT. 1.0) WAJTE(1,230) I,..I,ZDl, 
II"IZDII"' .MI. 0) IIWIII[l,~l a IIWNI[I,J) + ZOII" 
Gill TO 300 
210 SWiliii,J) •RIWA3(1,~) 
!IWNI[I, "''" •AIWAI(J. J I 
I!SWWI(I,J!•IUII;I"I(I,~) 
IIWNI!I, J J•IUII;I"I(I, ,J) 
OIUM • !IWIII(I,J)+IIWNZ(I,J)+EIW-2{1,..1)+ESWJflll,J) 
o +I!SWIII[I,~l+IIWNI{I,J) + llMAI3jl,~) 
2011" 1 ZUTII,JI • OIUM 
ll"rZDJI' .GT, 1.01 WltiTIII,2:JO)I,J,ZDII"' 
JI"IZDJI" . .liE, 0) ISWNIIJ.~) • !SWWIII,J) + ZDII" 
GD TO 200 
2TO SWAI[I,J) •ltiWA41IJ,J) 
IIWNI(l,,J)I•AIWAI(J,J) 
IIWifl[l,oJ)•IUII.I"I{I,oJ) 
DIUM o ISWMI(I,J)+!SWN211,J)+IIWN:JII,JI+ISWNIII,,J) 
o +ISWNS[l,J)+!SWNIII,J) + II.MAI2[I,,J) 
lOll" 1 2UT{I,J) • OSUM 
II"(:ZDI~ .C:T. 1.01 WlftiTI!(1,2liO) I,J,lDII" 
II"!ZDII" .NI. 0) !SWNI{I,.J) o I!IWNI(I,J) + 2111,. 
CO TO 300 
210 SWAIII,J) •ASWAIIJ,J) 
I!SWN&II,oJ)•·ASWAIII ,J) 
OSUM o !SWNI{J,,J]+!SWN2[1,J)+!IWN3(1,Jl+lSWNI(l,J) 
+!SWNI!l,Jl•!IWNI[I,JI • ltMAIZII,~) 
:ZDII" o JUT{I,J] • DIUM 
ll"{lDII" .C:T. 1.01 WJI.ITI!/1,2)0) I,,J,lDII" 



















































































































































TIN~· t 0 ALL03110 
TIN~I 0 ALL03\10 
Tllll~l 0 ALL031~0 
Tltlll&l I 0 ALL03110 
OWAD • 0 ALL03110 
DO .1.00 II 1,11 ALL03200 
00 •00 ~•1,12 ALL03210 
TAGG~(I,~I•G~11l,~I+G~211,~I+G~3II.~I+GP•tr.~I+GPIII,~)+GPIII,~I &LL03220 
TACIWII, ~ )oSW&I I I, ~)•SWA211, ~)+SWA3 I I, .J )+SWA.I.(I, ~~ ALL03230 
I +SWAII(I,~}+IWAICI,~) ALL032.0 
'T&COJNP I I,~) •ISWJIII(I, ~ )+I!IWN2 C I , ~)+IUWM:t (I , ~) ALL032110 
• +I!IWJII.II, ~ )+I!IWMII I,~~ +IIWJIII( I,~) ALL03210 
TCICGP(I,~)o TAGGP(I.~)+GPMAIII,.J) ALL032T0 
TCICIWII,J)I T&GIW(I,~)+IWMAJ(l,.J) ALL03210 
TCICIMIJ,.,J)I T&GIMP(J,J)+RMAJ311,J) ALL03210 
C: TOTII:W 1 TD'TGW + TAGGPIJ,J) ALLO:t:IIOO 
C: TCITIW I TCITIW + TACIW(J,,J) ALL02310 
C: UIT 1 ZUT + TAGJMP(I,J) &LL03320 
C TAW&~ • TAWAD + TCITAG[I,J) ALLO:U30 
C TJMPJitAJ• TJMPMAI+ R\14&13(1,.1) ALL033'0 
C TOTWAD 1 TOTWAD+ TWAO(I,.I) ALL03310 
TGI TGI + GPI(I,.J) ALL03310 
TC:2 TG2 + GP2[1,.J) &LL033TO 
TG3 TG3 + OP:I(I ,.I) ALLO:UIO 
TGA tc• + GP•Il,.l) ALL03310 
TGI TGI GPI(I,.I) ALL03.00 
TGI I TGI + GPifl,~) ALL03.!0 
TGMAI • TGMAI + GPMAI(I,J) &LL03.20 
Tl I Til + SWAt II, .I J AL LO:I.30 
Tl2 TS2 + IWA211,.1) ALL03.1.40 
Tl3 Tl:l IWA:I[I,.J] ALL03.10 
Tl.l. Tl• + IW&•(t,.l) ALL03.10 
Til Til IWAI!I,.I) ALL03.T0 
Til 1 TSI + IWAIIJ,.I) ALL03410 
TIIIIAI o TIM&I + SWMAI(I.~) ALLO:I410 
TIM~I TJMPI + I!SWIU(I,.J) ALLO:IIOO 
T1M~2 TIMP2 + IIWN2(1,.J) ALL03110 
TIMtt:l TIM~3 + I!IWI't:S(I,~J ALLO:II20 
TIMI".I. TIM~4 + I!IWI't.(I,.J) ALL031:10 
TIM~I TIM~I + I!SWNI(I,J) ALLO:II40 
TIMPI"I TIM~I + I!IWJU(I,.I) ALLO:IIIO 
TAiol.lol • "TIItNAI + ltMAI:I(t,.l) ALLO:IIIIO 
OWAD • OWAD + CICTT (1 ,.J) ALLO:IITO 
400 C:DIItTJiitUI! ALL03110 
TDTGWA • TG I +TG2+TG:I+t c•+tGI+TGI ALLO:IIIO 
TOTGWUITCI+TG2+TC:I+TG4+TGI+TGI+TGIIIIIAI ALL03100 





HIAND I• TGMAJ+TIMA I +TRM&J AL LO:IIIO 
TOTAL•TOTGWU+TDTIWU+TDTIMU &LLO:II~O 
OYTDT 1 TOTAL + CIWAD ALL03110 
WR.ITI!fi,IIOO) ALL03110 
1100 ttCIAMAT(//211,'•••••• IUJittACI!·WATI!R RI!~ORT •••••••'/1:12(• ')// ALL03TOO 
31, 'i', 31, • .J', IX, 'A~ It',,., 'MAY',~~, '.JUfif', Tl, '.IUL', ~~. 'AUG7 , TJI, ALLO:I~IO 
'II!~', II, • T&GIW' , II, 'IWM&I •, IX, 'TO~SW'/1 321 '_' )/) ALL03~20 
DO I 10 to I, II ALLO:t~:IO 
DO 1110 .lt1,112 ALLO:I~40 
WRITI!I1,14) 1,.1, ALLO:ITIO 
IWAI(I, .J ),SWA2 ( 1,.1), IWA:IIl, J ), SWA•{ I, J) ,IWAI(I,J),IWAIIJ,.J) ALLO:ITIO 
, TACIW( I,.J),IWM&I(I, .I), TCICSWII, ~~ &LlO:IT~O 
Ill ttDJIMAT(2X,J2,2X,I2,21,12tt10.2) &LLO:STIO 
1110 COIITJNUI! ALLO:STIO 
WRITI!(II,I20) TSI,TS2,TI3,TS•,TII,TII,TOTIWA,TIMAI,TOTIWU ALLO:SIOO 
120 ttOIIMATI1:12(' '1/:JI,'ANNU&L',IOttiO.I) ALLO:S&IO 
WIIJTI!II,IIOO)- AI..L03120 
100 POIIM&TI//211, '•••••• GROUNCI•WATI!R RI!PORT laoal••"/1331' ')// ALLO:ll30 
3X,'I',:SI,'.I',II,'A~R',7X,'M&Y',71,'.JUN',TJI,'.JUL',~I,'AUG7 ,7X, ALLO::It•O 
'II!~' , IX, 'TAGGW', IX, 'GWMAI' , II, 'TOTGW'/1 32( • • )/) AL L03110 
OCI 110 1•1,11 - ALL03110 
DO 110 .lt1,12 ALLO:SI70 
WRITI!(I,II) l,.J, ALL031&0 
G~t(l ,.I) .C~211 ,.1),"3(1,.1) ,Ctti(I,J),G~III,.J) .G~IIJ,J) ALLO:IUO 
, TAGGI"(I,.I), CPMAIII ,.J), TCICGI'II ,.I) ALL03100 
110 CDNTINUI! &LLO:IItO 
WRI Tl! II, 120) TG 1, TG2, TG3, TG•, TCI, TGI, TOTGWA, TGMAI, TOTCWU ALLO:II20 
120 I'"OIItNATI132(' '1/~X, 'ANNUAL' ,101"10.1) ' ALL03130 
WIIITI! (I, 700)- ALL03140 
,00 lt0RMATI//21X,'oooooo UNSATJS'II!D•W&TI!IIt JII!~ORT oooooao'/132('_')//ALLO:IIIO 
31, 'I' ,llt, '.I', II,' A Jilt', ,I, 'NIIY', Tl, '.JUN', 711, '.IUL', 71, 'AUG', 71, ALL0:1140 
'II!~', Sl, 't•G I M', IX,' ANAl •, SX, 'TOTIM'/132( • _.)I) ALL031TO 
00 710 1•1,11 ALL031110 


















































W~IT![I,SI} 1.~. AllO~OOO 
!SWNIII ,.f), !SWN2[1, J) ,!SWN3[1, J), !SWN.t[ I ,.I), !SWlUO( J ,.J),I!SWIII{ l,.J)"LLO.tOIO 
, TAG 1 M,.l I , .J I • Ita.! A~ 3 I I , J I , T tIC U'l[ I , .I I ALL o•o2o 
CONTINUI! ALLO•oso 
W~JT![I,T%0) TIM,.I,TI~"2,T!M,.3,TIM,. .. ,T1MPW, ALLO•OIO 
TIM,.I,TOTIMA,TII.MAJ,TOTIMU ALL04050 
I"O .. MAT [132( '_, )/3)1, 'AIIIIIIUAL', 101" 10. I l "LLOoiOIO 
WIIIITt:fi,IOO] •LL040'70 
P'OitMAT['I'//1321' 1 ')//:UI,'&IIII.Iolill& ANNUAL lt!,.OIIT ALLOIOIO 
&&1&111&11'//131[ '_')/) AllO.tOIO 
WIUTII!(I,IIO) OWAD AUD.IOO 
niii.MAT[/I)I,'TDT&L TI!IIITJAIItY •',,1.1) ALLDtiiO 
Wit I TE [I, 120) TOTI:WA, TCioiiA I, TOTGWU ..t.LLOt\20 
I"OitMATI/II,'TOTC:WA •',P'IO.O,II, 'TG"'At o• ALL04130 
,I"IO.O,Ili,'TOTGWU •',1"10.0) ALLOIIAO 
-ITII1,130) TOTSWA,TSMAJ,TIITSWU ALLOATIO 
I'OitMAT ('/IJ:, 'TDTIWA o ' ,I' 10. 0, IJ:, 'TIM& I ~' ALLDA 1 10 
,1'10.0,11, 'TOTSWU •' ,1'10.0) .t.LLOAI"l'O 
WAJTI(I,IAO) TDTJiioi&,TII:MAl,TOTJNU &LLOAIIO 
I"DitM&TI/IX, 'TDTllotA a',I"10.D,IJ:, 'TII;MAI a• ALLOATIO 
,1"10.0,1., 'TOTIMU o',I"!O,O) ALLOA200 
W.ITI(I,IIO) TAWAD,TMAWOI,TOTAL,OYTOT ALLOA210 
I'DitMAT(/IJ:,'T.t.WAD •',l'tO.o,A.,'TMAWOI a• .t.LLOA220 
,l'tO,O,Ilii,'TOTAL o',I'IO.O,Ilii,'OYIIII:.I.L TOTAL •',P'II.O ALLDA2~0 
12•11 ~o( '• 'II AL L04240 
Will Tl(l, IDO) NAiioll .t.L LOA210 
I'OitMAT(///Ilii,'IUMM&ay 01' OUTIII:MAitY DII:DUMO•W&TIIII:, SUII:PAC•ALLOA210 
•WATI:It~~=~~~:~!;IP'IID DIIMANO (AC•I'T) 1"011: ICIN&ItiO ',2&A//I~I('-')):tt:::!: 
I'DitMAT (/ T AI, ' .. ,..', '71f, 'MAY' , '71f, '.lUll:', '7., 'oiUL', '71f, 'AUG' 0 '7JI, AL LOA210 
'II,.',I.,'TOT&S',I.,'M I I',II,'TOTAL'/1:112(' ')/) ALLOA200 
W.ITI(I,120) TGt,TD2,TG:JI,TG4,TGI,TDI,TOTaw&,TOM&I,TDTGWU ALLOA210 
I'OII:MAT'(/11, 'II' ,41f, 101"10.0) ALLOA220 
WRITI(I,I:JIO) TII,TI2,TS~,TI4,TSI,TSI,TOTIWA,TSMAJ,TDTSWV ALLOA210 
I"OitM.t.T(/11, 'I' ,IX, 101"10.0) ALLOIIIO 
WltJTI(I,IIO)TIMP1,TIM1"2,TIM,.2,TIMPA,fiMPI,TIMPI, &LLDIIIO 
TOTINA,TitM&I,TOTIMU &LLOA:IIIO 
I'Oil ... &TI/11f, 'U',IJ:,IOI'TO.O) ALLOA270 
ANI TGI + Til + TIMPI ALL04210 
AN2 TCI + Til + TIMPI ALLOI210 
AN:JI TC:II + TS:JI + TIMP:JI ALLOIAOO 
ANA TCI + Til • TIMPA ALLOAATO 
AMI Till + Til • TIMPI ALLOAAIO 
ANI TCI • TSI + TIMPI ALLOAA:JIO 
&M"l' TDTCWA + TOTSWA • TOTIM& ALLOIAIO 
AMI TGMAI • TSM&I + TltMAI ALLOAAIO 
ANI a TOTCWU • TCITIWU • TOTlMU ALLOAAIO 
WII:ITI(I,IIO)ANI,AN2,AN:JI,ANA,AWI,ANS,AMT,AMI,AMI &LLOA.t.~O 
I"OII:MAT If :!IX, 'TOTAL', 2J:, II" 10. 0//2X, I :!101 '•' J) AL LOAAIO 
STO' ALLO.t.AIO 
INO ALLO.t.IOO 
IUIII:OUTINI MAMDI(GP,IWA,A'ItW.,A"'AYW,A~UMW,AoiULW,AU~N, ALLO.t.l10 
II~,TOTAG,CP~!,SWMAJ,IlMAJ:JI,TWAO,CICTT) ALLO.t.l20 
M I I Plt.OGitAM ....••....... 
I POkTit.AN PllOGit.&M TO IliAD TOTAL C,l, AND "'&1, TOTAL MONTHLY 
W&'l'llt. OI ... ANO I"Oit. e&CM CILL.THIM COM,UTIMG TOTAL GltOUMO•WATIA, 












RIAL • .t. IWAI11,12),0P[11,12), 
&PitWM(II,12),AMAYWII1,12),&~UNWI11,12), 
A.IULWI II, 12) , AUCWW (II, 12), SIPWifl II. 12), 


















AY&ILAILI SUit.I'ACI W&TIIt IN AC•PT/Tit 
.t.YAILAILI GROUND W&TIR IN AC•I"T/Tit. 
ANNUAL M A I WATIR OI ... &MO IN AC·I"T/Tit. 
"' & I WHICH CANNOT II SU~PLIIO IT G' IM AC•,T/TII: 
liol & I WHICH CANNOT II IU,PLIIO IT IW &NO SHOULD II 
IM,OII:TID '"0"' OTMIIl SOUilCII IN AC·,T/Tit. 
Al ... INING ;, AI'TIIt. SATISI'TINO M I 1 IN AC·I"T/Yil 
AIMININC IW AI"Tllt SATIII'YINC "' I I IN AC·I"T/Yil 
"' I I W&TIIt IU''LI!O IT GP IN AC•I"T/Yit. 
Ill I I WATIA SU,,LIIO IT SW IN AC•I'T/Yit 
TOTAL ANNUAL W&TIIl O!M&NO IM AC•.I'T 
DO 1•1,11 
00 :1 .1•,. 12 
SW.t.ll ,.I) 














































































A.IUlW( I, .It 0 
AUCWii' (I, .1) • 
SI!,WII (I, .1) • MAll I I ,.I) • IU .... 1:1' I t, .I ) • IIIMA I 3 I I, .I) • IIIC" I I, .I) • IIISW( I,.J) • TOT A G. II, .I I • TW&DII, .S) . • G.PN&lll, .1) . • S-AIIJ,.J) • CDIITIMUI! 
TI!IIIT . 0 
•••• CALL MONTHLY TOTAL WATI~ WilD ~0~ I!AeM CILL aaaa 
CAlL ~lti!MAIIA~RWM,ANAYW,A.JUMW,A.JULW,&UGWW,II~WN, 
CICAG,CICTT,MAli,TOT2,TOT2) 
IliAD TOTAL GAOUMO•WATI~ AYAilAII.I 
•• • I • I, II lti&DIT,•I I.IG·~IJ,.JL oh1, 12) 
•• I• 1, II Jti&DIT,•I J.IG~Il."'), .... ,,,,., 
•• I a 1 , II lli!ADIT,•I l.IGP"tl,,tJ, .J•21, 21) 
•• 
, I a 1, II 
lti!AD(T,•I I, I Gi~ll, J I, .,la:IT,AII 
•• • I • 1, II AI AD IT,' I I, I G~ II, ..1 I, .J•AI,I2) 
.... It lAD TOTAL IUA~&CI·WATI!A AWAILAILI 
•• I • 1, II lti!AD(T,•I 
.. 
" 
I o I, I I 
lti!AD(T,•I 
•• " 
I I 1, II 
ltiAD(T,•J 
•• " 
I• I ,II 
IU!AD{T,•) 
•• " 
J. 1. I I 
Ill lAD( T, •I 
















I, (IWA( J ,JJ, 










• CICTTI I. .II 









•••• ALLOCATING G~ I IW PDit M I I DIMAND 
DO 10 1•1,11 
DO ao .J•1,12 
IUO~II,.JI•G~II,.SI- NAJIII,.JI 
l'iltG~II,.I) .LI!. 0) GO TO 30 
G~NAI(I,.S) I MAII[I,.J) 
G~! I ,.l)•ltGP'Il,Jl 
IWMAJII,.J) a 0.0 
ltNAJ2(1,.J) • 0.0 
JIMAI:I(I,.JJ•O.O 
Gg TO 10 
G~MU(I,,J)a G~{I,J) 
GP(l ,.I) • 0.0 
IINU2(1,.11• •ltG~IJ,.JI 
ASW{l,.J)•IWA!I,.J) • AM&I2(I,ol) 
IP(IIIW(I,Jl .LI, 0) GO TO AD 
1....,.&1(1, .S l • RNAI2(1, .1) 
SWA(I,.ll•IISWII,.J) 
IIMAI:IIl ,.I) •0.0 
GO 10 50 
SWMAI(I, JJ• SWAII,..Il 
SWA(I,.J) • 0.0 
ltM&I:I(I,.JI• ·ltSW(I, .J) 
CONTI NUl 
AWAD • 0,0 
TGPMAI • 0.0 
TSWMAI 1 0.0 
Till MAl 1 0. 0 
TOTWAD • 0,0 
DO 10 1•1,11 
DO 10 J11,12 
D-7 
IACM CILL 







































































































TOT.U'i [I, .J) •A~ItWN[ 1, .J ]+AMAYW[ I, ,J )+A.JUNW(l, ,J )+A.JULW[ I, .J )+AUCWNII, .J )ALLOIOOO 
+S!,WNII ,J] ALLOIOIO 
TWAO[J,.J) o TOTAii[l,.J) +Ci,lo4AJII,.J)+S-AI{I,.J)+III1'4Ail(l,,,l) Al\.01020 
Ti:iPMAJ o TCI'MAI + COI'H&l(I,.J) olLLOIO.eo 
TSWioiAI • TSWHAl + S¥111o4AI (I ,,l) ALLOIOSO 
TIIMAI o TIIIMAI + ltMAil(l,J) ALLOIOIO 
70 CDNTINU!: AL\.01070 
AWAO o TAI'It+TMA'f+T.JUN+T.JUL+TAUC+TS!I' AL\.01010 
TOTWAD o AWAO + TCI'MAI + TSWMAI + TltMAJ ALLOIOIO 
IU!TUIIIM AL\.01100 
!:NO AL\.011 10 
C AL\.01120 
C AL\.01130 
IUIItDUTINI l'ltRMAJICI,Ci,Cl,C4,CI,CI,CICAC,CICTT,CMAI,TDT2,TOTll ALLOIItO 
C AL\.01110 




t •••• A ~DRTR&N PROGRAM TO RI&O TOTAL NIIO &NO SUITRACT DIIP GP ALL01200 




•l.t.l • I TMIW(II, 12), DTI11,12), OTN I 11',121, TDT2111, 12), ALLOS210 
I AII11,12),&2(11,12),A:I(II,12),A4111,12),AI(II,12),&1(11,12), AlLOI210 
2 11111,12),12(11,12),13(11,12),14111,12),11111,12),11(11,12), AlLOI270 
3 CI(II,S2),C2(11,12),C3(11,12),CII11,12),CI(II,II),CI(11,12), ALLOI210 
I PI(II,I2),P2(11,12),P:I(II,II),P4(11,12),PI(II,12),PI(II,S2), ALLOIIIO 
I &7111, 12) ,&1(11, 12), CNAI(II, 12], CICAG(II,IU, CIC7T (11,12), ALLOI300 




DATA ~~.~2,P3,PI,~I,PI/O.OOI011,0.113110,0.111111,0,3330T0 1 &LLOI:IIO 
O.~OT:III,O,OIIT:IO/ ALLOI3IO 
C ALL013TO 
t •••••• DIPINITION OP YARIAILII •••••••• ALL01310 
t ALLOI:IIO 
C AI TD AD MDNT"LT &G.IC, W&tl• DINAND IN AC·~T ALLOIIOO 
C &7 o•IIUNAL TOTAL &G.IC, WATI. DIMAJIID IN AC•PT ALLOIIIO 
t &I o•IIUMAL TOTAL WATI. DINAifD 1M AC·~T ALLOIIIO 
C II TO II NONTMLT TI.TIAkT W&TI• DIMAND IN AC•PT ALLOII:IO 
Pt TO PI MONTMLT PkOPDRTIO• I~ IUN OP I NONTM AND TOTAL ALLOII40 
&GkiC. DINAND(&TI Akl DIPPIRINT IN &C·PT &LLOIIIO 
t Cl TO tl &O.IUSTID NONTMLT AGJIIC. OIMAIIIID JN &C-~T ALLOliiO 
C IIOUIIIIIJ tiLL HIOJCATOJI ALLOIITO 
C Ttl TO TCI AMMUAL MOIIIITHLT &lAIC. DIMAND IN AC•,T/Til &LLOIIIO 
C Til TO Tit ANNUAL ~ONTNLY TlllTJt•Y OIM&JIID IN AC•P'T/TR &LLOIIIO 
C TM&I TOTAL N A I WATIIl DIN&.D IIIII AC•PT/Yk &LLOIIDO 
C T&GMID TOTAL &GAIC. W&TIIl OIMAND IIIII &t•PT/Til ALLOIIIO 
t TDII!PD tOTAL TI.TIAAT WATIIl OIIUND IN AC•,T/Til ALLOII20 
C CICAG GILL IT GILL AGAIC. WATI. DlN&IIIIO 1• AC•,T/Til AlLOII30 
C tiCTT CILL IT GILL TIIIT. WATIR OIMAIIO IN AC•P'T/Tit &LLOIIoiO 
C CM&I CILL IT CI!LL N I I WATI• DIMAIIO 1• AC•PT/Tk ALLOIIIO 
t TNIW NI!W TOTAL WATIIl OINANO IN AC·PT/TIII. ALLOIIIO 
t TOT2 SUM 0, N & I ~LUS AGAIC, W&TI!Il OI!M&MO I!XCLUDING TINT.&LLOIITO 
C TOTS SUN OP' N I I PLUS AGAIC. W&TIIl DIMAND INCLUDING TIRT.ALLOIIIO 
C DTN DI~~IRINCI IITWII!II NIW TOTAL AND O.IGINAL TOTAL ALLOIIIO 
C ALLOIIOO 
DO 10 1•1.11 ALLOIIIO 
DO 10 .. lot,l2 ALLOII20 
IIDUMD(I,,I) I 0 ALLOII:IO 
At!J...I) 0 ALLOI140 
.&2(1,.1) • 0 &LLOIIIO 
&:1(1,.1) 0 ALLOIIIO 
&4(1,..1) 0 ALLOII70 
&I(J...I) 0 ALLOII&O 
&I(I.J) 0 ALLOIIIO 
II(J...I) 0 &LLOI700 
1211..11 0 .&LLOITto 
1311,..11 0 ALLOIT20 
IIIJ,..I) 0 ALLOIT:IO 
11(1,.11 0 &LLOITIO 
11(1,.1) 0 .&LLOITSO 
Pt ( 1,.1) 0 ALLOI710 
P2(1,..1) 0 .&LLOI'f'70 
P:l(l,..l) 0 ALLOI710 
Poi(I,..I) 0 ALLOI'fiO 
P'I(I,.IJ 0 ALLOIIOO 
PIIJ..t) 0 &LLOIIlO 
&Tfl,..ll • 0 AL\.01120 
&1(1,..11 o .&LL01130 
tiC&Cfi,J} • 0 ALLOSI40 
CICTTII • ..I) • 0 .&LLOIIIO 
tM&III,.I) 0 &LLOIIIO 
Tlllt:W(I,..I) 0 .&LLOtiTO 
TOT:Z(I,..I) t 0 ALLOIIIO 
TDT3(1,..1) a 0 ALLOIIIO 
OTII,..I) • 0 ILLOIIOO 
OTNil,..l) • 0 ALLOIIIO 
10 tiiJIITIIIIUI! ILLOII20 
t &LLOII30 





DO 20 J•l,ll 
IU'A0(7,•) I.IIIDUND(I,.J) 
DO 30 1•1,11 
IU'AD[7,•) l.[IIOUND[l,.J) 
DO •o lot, II 
D-8 
,JO I, 21) 











~!.AD VRl~IH•l .A~RICULTURAL DEMAND INCLUDING Tf:RTIARJ ••••ALLOT040 
ALLOTOIO 
.ALLOTDIO 
100 READ [1,1] I,.I,A1!l,.I),.A2[l,.I),A3[l,.I),A4[1,.1],.AI{I,.I),A4(1,.1) ALLOTOTO 
,AT(J,.J).AI(I,.J) ALLO'fOIO 
lttJIIOUifD(l,.J) .1:7. OJ GO TO 110 AlLO'fOIO 
AI\ I..J) 0 ALLOTIOO 
A2[l,.J) o 0 ALLO'fllO 
A:J[T,.J) o 0 ALLOT120 
.Aiii,.J) o 0 ALLD7130 
.AI(I,.J) o 0 AlLOTUO 
Alii ,.J) • 0 ALL07110 
AT(I,.l] • 0 ALL07110 
AI( 1,.1) 0 ALL07170 
110 II"( I .!0. II .AND • .) .1:(1. :u) GO TO Ill &LL071&0 
CD TO 100 ALLO'fiiO 
I I"OilMAT[Il,ll,24li',I"I.O,III"I.OI,2IP'I.OI) &LL07l00 
C &LL07210 
C ALL07220 
C ••••• ll!&D TlllTI&RY W&TIIl O!MAND P'llOM CILLDIIT.Il~T P'ILI ••••• &LL07l30 
C ALL07240 
C ALL07210 
Ill II;IAD(I,2,1liOolll)l,.l,II(I,.I),Jlll,.l),J:liJ,.I),I4II,.J), ALL07210 
IIII,.JJ,IIIJ,.I) ALL072'JO 
lP'(IIOUliO(t.oJ) .GT. OJ GO TO UO &LL07210 
1111,.1) 0 ALL07210 
1211,.1) 0 ALL07100 
1:111,.1) 0 ALL07110 
11(1,.1) • 0 ALL07:120 
11(1,.1) • o ALL07:130 
II(I,,J) • 0 ALL07:110 
lAO CICTT(I,.J)o11ll,~l•12 II,.J)•J2(1,.1)+14(1,.1)+11Il,.I)+IIIJ,.II ALL07210 
l:lD TO Ill ALL07)10 
2 1"1Ut .. AT(//,12,1X,I2,21X,III"I.2)) ALLo7:no 
Ill TOT • 0 ALL07310 
DO 300 1•1,11 ALLO'f310 
DO )00 .1•1.12 ALL07.00 
DT(I,.I)•A7[1,.1l·IA1IJ,.J)+A2Il,.I)+A:I(I,.IJ•&•II,.JI•AI[I,oJI•AIII,.I)) ALLO'f.AIO 
1"1(1..1) n • DT[I..I) ALLO'f.A20 
1"2(1,.11 P'2 DTII,.IJ ALLO'f.AJO 
1"3[1,.1) 1"3 DTIJ,.I) ALLOTI•O 
1"4(l,J) 1"4 DTIJ,J) ALLO"r•ao 
I"I(J..JI 1"1 OTII..I) ALL0'7110 
JOI(I..l] P'l DT(I,.I) ALL07470 
IP'!&t(I,JI .10- o) 1.0 TO .A01 ALLO"ri&O 
A!ll,.l] • A!(I,,J] + P'III,.J) ALL0'7.AIO 
101 U'(A2(1,.1) .10. OJ ~D TO 402 ALL07100 
A2ll,.l) o Alii,.))+ ~2(1,.1] ALL07110 
•02 IP'(A3(1,.1) .10. o) ~0 TO 102 ALLO'fS20 
A:lll,.l) o &:1!1,.1) + ,.:1(1,.1) ALL07130 
.A03 II"IA•fi,.JJ .10. O) CO TO 104 ALLO"rt•o 
U•(I.J) • a•tl,.l) • ,.4(J..l) &LL07510 
104 IP'!AS(I,.l) .1!0. 0) CO TO .AOI &LL07SIO 
Al(l,.l) • Alll,.l) • 1"111,./J ALL07170 
101 11"!.&1(1,.1) .10. 0) CD TO- 401 .&LL07IIO 
.Aifl,.ll • AI(I,J) • ,.1(1,.11 AlLO'fiiO 
.AOI TM!W(I,.JJ • A1(l,.l)+A2II..SI•A3II,oJ)+A4(1,.1)+ASIJ,.I)+AI(J,.l) AlLO'fiOO 
DTNII,.JI•A7IJ,.l)•TM!W(I,J) &LLO'fiiO 
TDT • TOT + DTMII,.I) ALLO'fl20 
:100 COMTINUI ALLO'fi)O 
Til 0 ALL071.AO 
Tl2 0 ALL07110 
TI:J 0 0 ALLO"riiO 
Tl4 • 0 ALLO'fl'70 
TIS • 0 ALL07110 
Til 0 ALL07110 
TCI 0 ALL07700 
TC2 0 ALLCI7710 
TC3 0 ALL07720 
TC.A 0 ALL07730 
TCI 0 ALLOT740 
TCI 0 ALL077IO 
TMAI • 0 ALLO'f710 
TWAO • 0 ALL077'70 
TO!I"G • 0 ALL07'110 
DO 200 to!, II &LL077t0 
DO 200 .lo1,12 &LLO'JIOO 
Til Til 1111..1) ALL07110 
Tl2 Tl2 12(1,.l) ALL07120 
Tl:l Tt2 13( I ,.l) ALL071:10 
Tl4 114 14(1,.1) ALL071.AO 
Til Til 11(1,.1) ALLo7tiO 
Ttl Ttl II( J..J) ALL07110 
TOI!!,.G • TDIII''G • CICTTII,Jl ALL07170 
200 CONTIMUI &LL071t0 
C .&LLO'JIIO 
DO 10 I• I, II .&LL07100 
DO 10 .1• I,S2 .&LL0711D 
C1(1,.J) A1(l,.l) 1111,.1) ALL07120 
C2(l,.J) 6.2(1,.)) 12(1,.1) ALL07130 
Cl(l,.l] Alii,./) I:I(I..JI &LL07140 
C.A(I,.I) A4fl,.l) l-'(1,.1) .ALlCITIIO 
CSII,.Jl Al(l,.ll 11(1,.1) ALL07110 
CI(I,.J) 1.1(1,.1) 11(1,.1) ALL0717CI 
CMAI(I,.l} • l.l(l,.l) • 1.7(1,.1) ALL071t0 
TMI.I o TMI.I • CM.AI[I,.I) I.LL07110 













T c: 1 T C: 1 1: 1 I I , J I 
Tl:2 TC2 [2(1,J) 
Tl:3 TC3 C3( I,J) 
TC4 TC4 C4(I,Jl 
TCI TCI C5(1,J) 
Ttl TCI CIII,J) 
T D T 21 I , J] 1 CNA I I I , J) • C 1 I I , J l • C 2 I I , J ) + 
C:JII ,J)+C41 I ,J)+CSI I ,J)+CIII ,J) 
TDT:J[J.J) 1 CII!AIIJ,J) 
+CI [I, Jl•C2II,Jl+C:3[ I, J)+C4[1 ,J)+C:Sf l,J)+CI[I,J) 
+II[I,Jl•12 (I,J)+I:JIJ,J)+I4[1,J)+IS[I,JI•IIIl,J) 













-E.&DIS,•) Nl ALLOII:JO 
ALLOII"O PAINT CIC ADJUSTED IIIONTHLY OI!NAND II' SIGNAL II + •••• ALLOIIIO 
ALLOIIIO II'(NI .LE. 0) GO TD 12 .&LLOI"O 
• 
.&LLOI110 W-JTI(I,210j All01110 
I'OII:IItAT (/'A GAl CUL TUIIIAL Dt:N', :Ill, 'APIIIIL', Ill, 'MAl'' 0 Ill, 'JUNE', II: AL L01200 
, 'JULY' , I If, 'AUGUST', :Jif, 'SI!PTINIIII.', :II o • TDT AGO o, :llf, AL L012 tO 
'TIItTIAII.I''oi.,'M I 1',2.,'TOTALOCATI!D'o41fo'TOTAL'/132('-'Il ALL01220 
DO 11 Jot,ll ALL011230 
DO II ,.h1,12 ALL01240 
W.ITt:llo:Jl I,J,Ctji,J),CZII,J),C:I[I,J),C4[1,JJ,CIII,J),CIIt,JI, ALL01210 
CICAC[I, ,.q ,CICTT II, ,1), CMAIII, J), TOT211, Jlo TCIT:IIl, J) ALLOUIO 
I'CIIIIMAT[:I.,IZ,:Jl1,12olll,11[1'10.2)) ALL012TO 
CDWTJNUI ALLOI210 
TAGMID 1 TC1+TC2+TC2+TC4+TCI+TCI ALLCII210 
TWACI • TACMID + TNAI ALLOI200 
TCIT&Lo ~AD + TDEIPG ALLOI:IIO 
U'(lill .LI. 0) GCI TO 222 ALLOI:JZO 
WJI:!TIII,210) ALLoa:uo 
WII.ITI[I,220} TCI,TC2,TC:I,TC: •• TCI,TCI,T&GMJD,TDII~G,TM&I,~AD,TOTILALLO&:J•o 







Data Input Format for Program ALLOCATE 
E-1 
These are the definitions and FORMATS for input data to the conjunctive 
Water Allocation program "ALLOCATE", required by different computing device 
units. 
UNIT 5 
This unit reads NAME and HEADING of the OUTPUTS. It also reads cell by 
cell monthly and annual total agricultural water and total water demand including 
M & I, from nnSUB.TXT or nnCON.TXT files. 
Card 1: FORMAT (2X, 2A4, 30A4) 
Field 1-2 NAME, name of each run. 
Field 3-34 HEADING, 120 character information about each run. 
Card 2 - (N9+1) where N9 is the number of card images describing water demand 








I, row number. 
J, column number. 
AI, April agri cultura 1 water demand i ncl udi ng tertiary water 
in ac-ft/yr. 
A2, May agricultural water demand including tertiary water 
in ac-ft/yr. 
A3, June agricultural water demand including tertiary water 
in ac-ft/yr. 
A4, July agricultural water demand including tertiary water 
in ac-ft/yr. 
AS, August agricultural water demand including tertiary 




A6, September agricultural water demand including tertiary 
water in ac-ft/yr. 
A?, Total agricultural water demand including tertiary water 
in ac-ftjyr. 
Field 10 AB, Total water demand including tertiary and M & I. 
Last Card FORMAT (freeformat *) 
Field 1 N1, signal for printing cell by cell adjusted monthly water 
demand as follow; 
-if N1< 0, print is not needed. 
-if N1~ 0, print is needed. 
Unit 7 
This unit is used for GAMSOP OUTPUT• files which are being used by the 
ALLOCATE program. 













!BOUND, cell indicator to identify cell type as follows; 
- positive integer for active cells, 
- negative or zero for nonactive cells. 
FORMAT (freeformat *) 
I, row number. 
!BOUND, same as above. 
FORMAT (freeformat *) 
I, row number. 
GP, available ground-water in ac-ft/yr. 
FORMAT (freeformat *) 
E-3 
Field 1 I, row number. 
Field 2-12 SWA, available surface-water in ac-ft/yr. 
Card 793-1122 FORMAT (freeformat *) 
Field I I, row number. 
Field 2-13 ZUT, unsatisfied water demand in ac- ft/yr. 
Unit 8 
This unit is used for CELLDIST.RPT file which contains cell by cell monthly 
tertiary water demands. 
Card I to the end of stack: FORMAT (//, I2, 6X, 12, 29X, 6F8.2) 
Field I I ' row number. 
Field 2 J, column number. 
Field 3 81' April tertiary water demand in ac-ft/yr. 
Field 4 82, May tertiary water demand in ac-ft/yr. 
Field 5 83' June tertiary water demand in ac-ft/yr. 
Field 6 84, July tertiary water demand in ac-ft/yr. 
Field 7 85, August tertiary water demand in ac-ftjyr. 
Field 8 86, September tertiary water demand in ac-ft/yr. 
t. NOTE: GAMSOP OUTPUT contains many tables, of which ALLOCATE uses four files, 
namely BOUND, GP, SSW, and ZUT. Each table contains row and column numbers, and 
asterisk for nonactive cells. Column numbers and blank lines should be removed 
and asterisks changed to zero, prior to inputing the tables into ALLOCATE. 
E-4 
APPENDIX F 
Sample Output From Program ALLOCATE 
F-1 















































































































































































































































































































































205 1. 40 





NOTE: In this and two subsequent tables, units are ac-ft. For each cell I, J, we see monthly agricultural surface 
water allotment, total annual agricultural surface water allotment, annual surface water allotment to M & I, and total 
annual surface water allotment. Subsequent two tables are analogous for groundwater and unsatisfied water demand 

























































































































































































































































































ANNUAL 106.2 31o11.o 436921".-s t44tti3s.s notB09.7 272::!92.& -:iaa-:rs7s.7 















































462. , 6 
o.o 
0.0 
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&&&&&&&&&& ANNUAL REPORT &&&&&&&&&& 
TOTAL TERTIARY • ,9,60,5 
TOTGWA • :1883877. TOMAI . -482!55. TOTGWU • 3930132 . 
TOTSWA . 1431,87. TSM4I . t'-47 • TOTSWU • 14331~-4. 
TOTJMA . 2503 16!!5. TRMAl • 237. TOTIMU • 2503<402 • 
TIIWAO . 7818629. TMANOI • 48039. TOTAL • 7865868. OVEAAI.;,LTOTAL • 79252.26 . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUMMARY OF QUATERNARYQROUND•WATER, SURfACE•WATER AND UNSATISfiED DEMAND (AC•FT) FOR SCENARIO GSUB2010 
APR MAY JUN JUL AUQ SEP TOTAO M & I TOTAL 
G 108. 31011. 4311122. 1441131. 1701110. 272213. 3883177. 462~~. 39l0132' 
s 32603. 3391<0. 3001~2. 3811117. 311117. 80321. 1431U7, t5•7. 1433134. 
u 7007. 834712. 121i03. 7818e2. 347788. 3D118, 2503188. 237. 2!50340:!. 
TOTAL 397115. 905743. 1851877. 2511925. 2381832. 352738, 7111821. 48039. 7866668. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••' 
NOTE: All units are ac-ft. Total Tertiary groundwater use is the first column. TOTQvA, TGMAI and TOTGWU are 
nnnual regional allotment of Quaternary groundwater to agriculture.·,. M & I and the sum of the two. The next 
two rows have analogous information for available surface water and imported water, respectively. The final 
row in the top table contains stmlS of the preceeding rows. "Overall total" includes Tertiary and Quaternary 
groundwater, surface water and imported water. Overall total reported in such outputs may be slightly 
different than the value in the first row of tables 4.1-4.4. This results from 'data flaws. The sum 
of monthly tertiary use in CELLDIST.RPT did not always equal the annual tertiary use in the same file. 
